ISC CANOPY FORMATION
AGENDA FOR OPEN PLENARY MEETING
Bucharest, Romania 2022

1. INTRODUCTION

2. COMPETITION RULES

   • 5.3.2 Scoring – Change “point” to “formation”
   • Raise exit altitude by 300m/1000ft
   • Add additional 30 seconds working time to accommodate for removable sliders
   • More than one rejump – possibly now leading to an expectation of unlimited reджumps??
   • Discussion: Reintroduction of “throwaway” round ??
   • Discussion: reduce the judging panel from 5 (five) to 3 (three) ??

3. FUTURE FIRST CATEGORY EVENTS

   • 2022 FAI World Parachuting Championships – Mondial
     October 20 – 26, 2022. Eloy, Arizona, USA

4. OTHER COMPETITIONS

   • Organizers are invited to present bids for future World Parachuting Championships

5. OTHER BUSINESS
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